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Abstract. We present an implemented commentary system for real-
world robotic soccer. Our system uses an overhead camera to pass game
information to the simulator league commentary program Mike, and
uses the humanoid robot Sig to provide a physical embodiment for the
commentary. The use of a physical robot allows us to direct audience
attention to important events by looking at them, provide more realism
to the interaction between Mike and other humans in the domain, and
even set up a dialogue with the audience as part of the commentary
itself. Our system combines the multi-modal input of audio and video
information to generate a multi-modal commentary that brings the extra
dimension of body language to the social interaction that characterises
the overall commentary task.

1 Introduction

Good TV or radio commentary of soccer is hard. The action moves fast and
the play itself is accompanied by many other events on and around the �eld.
The referee is human and may make mistakes, the players may have rivalries
and past histories that result in o�-the-ball incidents, the players may argue
amongst themselves or with the oÆcials, the attitude of the managers and the
team benches may be signi�cant, and the reactions of the crowd can also have
an impact on the game.

To date, RoboCup has been successfully used for research on automated com-
mentary by restricting attention to the simulation league [1]. This is still a hard
problem, but is much simpler than real-world soccer: information on the player
and ball locations is complete and noise-free, there are no linesmen, the referee
is just a disembodied decision program, and fouls are limited to free kicks (there
are no penalties). In this paper, we describe the �rst implemented commentary
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system for the RoboCup robot leagues. This system works by combining two
existing research projects: Mike and Sig.

Mike is a commentator system developed for the RoboCup's simulator leagues
[2]. We adapted Mike to take as input the log produced by a vision recogni-
tion system that processes the video stream from an overhead camera [3]. This
2D representation of the game enables much of the original Mike code to be
retained. In robotic soccer, however, there are many events (such as humans
entering the �eld of play to replace robots) that are too diÆcult to recognise au-
tomatically. We therefore re-designed Mike as an assisted commentary system,
which functions as part of a team with one or more humans. Mike produces
commentary by itself as long as it can follow the ow of the game, but when it
has diÆculty interpreting the scenes, it passes control of the commentary to a
human. Mike is capable of handling a basic dialogue with a human (by simply
monitoring voice levels to identify interruptions and determine when it should
speak or be quiet), but for our public demonstrations at RoboCup 2000 we used
the simpler alternative of supplying Mike with a repertoire of 40 episodes that
it could use verbatim to �ll in any breaks in the game.

To actually embodyMike's commentary and situate the computer commen-
tator in the RoboCup environment, we use Sig, a humanoid robot [4]. Sig has
binaural microphones and binocular vision and can locate, and direct its gaze at,
objects and sounds in 3D space [5]. Using a physical robot to personify the com-
mentary increases the possibilities for realistic commentary. For example, Sig
can direct audience attention by looking at the ball or towards the sound of the
referee's whistle when it blows, and can add meaning to the commentary (or the
speech of the referee or human commentators) by using head movements. It can
also monitor, and react to, the level of excitement shown by the crowd watching
the game (although this ability was not implemented in time for Melbourne).

From level and direction
of background noise, SIG can
comment on the spectators’ reactions.

MIKE analyses game

Human 
works with SIG

overhead camera provides log

Commentary comes from SIG,
which also moves head to follow

or human commentator.
ball, to look at referee, crowd,

human referree

Fig. 1. Pictorial overview of soccer commentary system for real-world robots
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Figure 1 shows the overall concept of our commentary system. The rest of
this paper describes how we adaptedMike and Sig towards realising this vision.

2 Overall Design

We work on the principle that the referee, robots, team designers, other com-
mentators, and audience members are all signi�cant actors in the drama of a
RoboCup game. To produce an integrated system combining Sig and Mike

with all these other agents, we designed the simple architecture of Figure 2. In
this �gure, the ball and players' positions are assumed to come from the global
vision system initially developed by [3]. Our improved version of this system can
capture 30 frames per second on a PentiumIII at 450MHz. We identify robots
by �nding the �ve most promising matches for the ping-pong balls of each team,
but also carry out error reduction by only looking for robots within the detection
radius (usually, less than 50cm) of the positions where robots were successfully
identi�ed in the previous frame. Our implementation also identi�es the extra
markers of the robots (without limiting the detection radius) and humans enter-
ing the pitch (via an increase in the number of extra markers).

Mike produces the basic commentary for a game on the basis of the infor-
mation from this global vision system. Although Mike was primarily designed
to work with the logs of simulated games, a large amount of the basic code was
retained (we discuss the changes in x3). The data from the global vision system
is also passed to Sig to allow it to easily implement ball and robot tracking.
Implementing such tracking using Sig's own cameras is future work.

MIKE
handles 

commentaryMIKE sends commentary to 
speaker installed in SIG.

 - can optionally override
    where SIG is looking

  - identifies game mode

Real World 
Events

Global Vision
System

Ball, players’ locations
and orientations, locations 
of humans inside the field.SIG sends data to MIKE

on what it is doing,
seeing and hearingSIG

handles image
   and sound

multi-modal output (commentary with body language)

overhead view

Referee blows whistle
Audience reacts

Human commentary
team members speak

Fig. 2. Architecture combining Mike and Sig to produce an embodied commentator
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Play mode Stoppage mode

Sig

� follow ball
� look towards sound of whistle
� look at speaking commentator
� tellMike what it does, sees, hears

� look towards sound of whistle
� look at speaking commentator
� nod and look interested in what
human commentator says

� look at any people in �eld of play
� tellMike what it does, sees, hears

Mike

� send commentary to speaker
� (optional) tell Sig where to look
� tell Sig when mode changes to
stoppage mode

� Make the decision when to switch
mode back to play mode, and in-
form Sig

Table 1. The roles of Sig and Mike in play and stoppage modes

To maintain coordination between Sig and Mike, we separated the roles of
the two systems, as summarised in Table 1. At the basic level, Sig is expected to
be capable of deciding for itself what it should do as part of a commentary team.
However, we de�ne the two distinct modes of play and stoppage, that a�ect its
behaviour. In play mode, Sig concentrates on following the ball, but may also
look at the source of any sounds that it detects (in our current implementation,
the referee's whistle). In stoppage mode, however, Sig ignores the ball and looks
around at other things in the domain. Since we didn't use human commentators
for our demonstrations, Sig could not look towards them, but in future demon-
strations we hope to show how Sig can react when human commentators speak,
signalling its attention by nodding or tilting its head occasionally.

The responsibility of identifying the correct play mode is given to Mike.
This is actually a complicated task that can be viewed as a �rst step along
the path to automated refereeing. With the ability to recognise whistles (using
Sig's microphones) and to identify when humans enter the �eld of play (from the
global vision system),Mike can identify the game mode reasonably well. During
our demonstrations, however, we gave a human operator the option of overriding
Mike's decisions. Mike also has the task of re�ning the overall coordination of
the commentary by passing Sig explicit directions to focus on speci�c features
of domain. For example, if Mike decides to make a comment about the level of
the crowd noise, it is better for Sig to be looking at the crowd for the duration
of this comment.

Overall, the interaction between Mike, Sig and the other actors in the do-
main creates an unusual example of human-computer interaction. This interac-
tion is multi-modal in both input and output. First, to perceive the world, data
from 3D sound processing is integrated with visual data. Then, the commentary
generated from this data is complemented by interaction with humans in the
domain. Since we use a physical robot to embody the computer commentary, we
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can use body language as a mode of communicating information to the audience.
E�ectively, each actor in the domain combines with Sig and Mike in a social
interaction that ultimately includes the audience itself as part of the event.

3 Descriptive Content: The nature of the robotic leagues

To apply Mike | a commentator system for simulated soccer | to a game
played by robots, we had to take account of the di�erent characteristics of the
real world domain. Table 2 gives an overview of these di�erences, the most
important of which we can summarise below.

{ The real robot league is surrounded by a wall.
{ The ball tends to move much faster, both because the wall keeps the ball
in play and because many teams have developed specialised hardware for
kicking the ball hard.

{ The higher ball speeds tend to result in the ball bouncing o� players more
often, and less actual passing and control of the ball

{ The robot league has more complicated rules to deal with situations such as
robots or the ball becoming stuck. Humans are allowed to enter the pitch,
and there can be delays for repairs of robots.

{ Robot games can have penalty kicks, with attendant lengthy pauses for the
team developers to reposition robots.

When play is actually in progress, the higher ball speed means that it is more
e�ective for Mike to produce commentary that concentrates more on team for-
mations and on overall indications of which team is attacking. However, to cope
with long delays before penalty kicks and for repair of robots, we found that the
only reliable way to produce robust commentary was to rely on a collaboration
with a human counterpart.

Feature Simulation league Small-sized robot league

location data complete includes errors

orientation data complete includes errors

ball speed bounded at reasonable level can move very fast

environment 2D 3D
�eld without wall �eld surrounded by wall

rules simple complicated
refereeing almost 100% automated human referee
no penalty kicks penalty kicks

time no stoppages potentially long stoppages

frames varies (10 per sec produced by vision
system we utilise [3])

30 per sec

Table 2. Di�erences between simulation and small sized robot leagues
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3.1 Assisted Commentary & Episodes

Many of the events surrounding a robot soccer game are too complex to contem-
plate identifying automatically with today's technology. For example, a referee
may show a yellow card to one of the teams, or may decide to explain a decision
in English. Since Mike cannot hope to recognise these events by itself (or even
with Sig's assistance), we developed an assisted commentary mode for Mike.
In assisted commentary, a human works with Mike to commentate a game. If
Mike at any time feels that it does not understand what is happening, it can pass
control to the human. Mike then expects the human to explain the situation
until the game reaches a state that is easier to understand.

To do this, we extended a recently developed version of Mike that already
works with two commentators. In [6], we describe the general advantages of
dividing up the explanation task between multiple agents in real-time domains,
and give as an example a version of Mike that explains soccer games with two
separate voices: an expert and an announcer. We expected the general approach
we used for passing commentary between two computer-controlled commentators
to also hold when one of the commentators was a human. We therefore developed
a simple system that Mike could use to determine when to speak: monitor a
microphone to determine when the human commentator is speaking, then keep
silent unless there is a two second pause. Using simple templates such as \Over to
you" and \Thanks" to pass the conversation backwards and forwards produced a
reasonable e�ect, but during our public demonstrations we decided to fall back on
the more reliable alternative of usingMike to speak the entire commentary, but
allowing the human commentator to assist Mike at diÆcult points by selecting
episodes for it to say.

The episodes that we designed for Mike were primarily designed to �ll the
long pauses that occur when teams call time-outs. They can therefore be quite
long. However, there are also some short examples that can be used to interrupt
the commentary of a game (e.g., \Please, no ash photography", or \The referee
awarded a penalty"). There are 41 episodes in total, and a longer example is
shown in Figure 3 (commented lines represent commands to Sig, such as pause,
nod, or look at a pre-speci�ed location, as described in the following section). A
video of Sig speaking the episode of Figure 3 during a break in play at Melbourne
is available from the Mike web pages [7].

4 Sig, the Humanoid

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the physical appearance of Sig. To give an idea of
scale, the height of upper torso is approximately 70cm, and weighs 15Kg. When
using Sig to commentate for RoboCup games, it is raised on a platform so that
it is slightly lower than the height of an average person. This elevation gives Sig
a good view of the game �eld (on the oor) and also exaggerates the e�ect of a
change of focus from the pitch to other objects such as the referee, crowd, or a
human commentator.
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This seems to be a long break in the game here,

so I'm going to take the chance to advertise myself!

#<PAUSE>

I am making the commentary on this game thanks to the work

of three research groups. First, the good people at E T L and Tokyo

University in Japan gave me a voice and the ability to follow a game

of soccer and understand it. Then, the people at ERATO in Tokyo gave

me a body that can move...

#<PAUSE>

Sometimes!

#<PAUSE>

Finally, we hooked up with some cameras provided by people

at the Future University in Japan to actually watch these robot games.

#<PAUSE>

In my first incarnation in 1997, I was called MIKE,

and I could just commentate on the RoboCup simulation league.

Now I'm really glad to have this body

#<NOD>

#<PAUSE>

and to be able to talk to all of you

#<AUDIENCE_L>

about todays

#<AUDIENCE_R>

soccer game. I hope you are enjoying my commentary today.

If not, please don't tell my developers.

Fig. 3. Part of an episode used by Mike

The surface of Sig is covered with urethane. Functionally, this covering re-
duces noise from Sig's internal mechanical and electrical components, as well
as simply protecting them. This noise reduction results in a simpli�cation of
the processing for the binaural inputs. Aesthetically, FRP was chosen because
it was found to be a good compromise between the functional requirements and
the need to appeal (both statically and dynamically) as a believable actor in
physical situations.

Sig uses both active vision and active audition [5] in the sense that it moves
its body or changes camera parameters to perceive objects or sound sources
better. Sig has a total of four degrees of freedom in moving its head and neck,
which it manipulates using four DC motors with potentiometers. In turn, each
eye has two degrees of freedom (pan and tilt), and also a focus and zoom control.
For audio information, four microphones are con�gured as a couple of binaural
microphones and a set of internal microphones, located just inside of the ear
recesses. The visual and auditory processing abilities of Sig can be summarised
as follows [8]:

1. The ambiguity in the sound source direction obtained by vision and audition
is �1Æ and �10Æ, respectively. Thus, visual information on a sound source is
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Fig. 4. The humanoid, Sig
Fig. 5. Close-up of Sig's head

used in preference to auditory information when possible. Note that a typical
human's auditory capability is about �8Æ.

2. When an exact direction of sound source is available, a direction-pass �lter
separates sounds originating from the speci�ed direction.

3. When a sound source is out of sight or occluded, its auditory direction is
used for improving visual tracking.

Sig was designed to tackle one of the main challenges of active audition: the
separation of target sounds from the overall mixture of sounds reaching the robot.
However, in our soccer domain, such `sound source separation' is not the primary
goal. Rather we are happy simply with the ability to identify auditory events
such as the referee's whistle, and audience applause. For the demonstration in
Melbourne, we implemented the following abilities:

1. Move two eyes and/or its body to track the ball or some robot player based
on information from the overhead camera (this was easier than using Sig's
own visual tracking system) or based on commands from Mike specifying
what Sig should do to best convey the current commentary.

2. Move two eyes and/or its body to face pre-programmed locations, such as
the left or right side of the audience (see examples in Figure 3).

3. Identify when the whistle is blown (using a template of the whistle sound).
4. Nod and tilt its head based on commentary content.

Although these abilities ignore the input of the audience and human com-
mentators (we did not use human commentators in our demonstrations) they
were still enough to allow us to substantially increase the level of audience in-
volvement in a game. For example, one of the episodes used by Mike was \Are
there any hTeami fans in the audience?" After directing Sig to look at the au-
dience for a short while, Mike would then randomly pick an assessment of the
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audience reaction (e.g, \Good", \I see", \OK", \Much Better"). This is a very
simple level of interaction, but the audience enjoyed these exchanges, even when
(or, especially when) Mike's comments did not match the level of cheering in
the audience response. This was a simple but convincing demonstration of the
potential of the \Sig plus Mike" combination to become a genuine participant
in a social interaction involving a very large number of agents.

5 Related work

In terms of soccer commentary itself, we mentioned in the Introduction that all
the e�orts within RoboCup itself have concentrated on the simulation league.
However, Soccer, the forerunner of one of these RoboCup systems was actually
designed to interpret short sections of video recordings of real soccer games
[9]. To tackle the machine vision and scene interpretation problems involved in
this task, Soccer used geometrical scene descriptions [10] to understand the
images. Soccer also employed multimedia presentation techniques to combine
text, graphics and video in its presentations of these recordings.

Our work di�ers from Soccer in that our commentator has to handle entire

matches from start to �nish, rather than just short sections. This means there
are many more problems of discourse continuity, management of repetition, and
the handling of stoppage time within a game. Our commentator is also physically
embodied and actually situated in a real soccer game, thus also increasing the
number and type of domain events to comment on, and necessitating the use of
both audio information and visual information to understand a game.

One novel consequence of our use of an embodied commentator is the poten-
tial it o�ers for social interaction with the other actors in the domain, such as the
audience members, other commentators, and referee. Brooks [11], for instance,
has pointed out that \robots with humanoid form are a tool for investigating
and validating cognitive theories". The Sig plusMike model can allow us to in-
vestigate how social interactions can be managed | and how they are perceived
| in a system with a large number of agents. For instance, in terms of the actual
interaction between Sig and human commentators, we could hope to extend the
results reported by the developers of Waseda University's robot that controlling
gaze is a way to produce \con�rmation of communication" [12]. The use of gaze
can help not only during dialogues between Sig and other humans, but can also
be used (as well as other forms of body language) to actively pass information
to the audience. We especially hope to implement an `interview' mode for our
system, where Sig is placed between two human speakers, so that it can turn its
head to face each one as they take turns to talk. This kind of interaction would
be ideal for increasing the impact when a human commentator interviews one
of the `personalities' connected with a game, such as a developer of one of the
competing teams.
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6 Conclusions

We have shown how Sig and Mike can be combined to process multiple modes
of information and unify some of the many threads of a robotic soccer game into
a single, multi-modal, interactive commentary. We demonstrated our implemen-
tation of this system at four separate games of the 2000 RoboCup in Melbourne,
where we received favourable feedback (and made the audience laugh). There
is still much work to be done to produce a genuine autonomous commentator
for this domain, but our work represents a signi�cant �rst step, and proves the
feasibility and the value of the challenge.
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